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PREFACE

T h i s p u b l i c a t i o n i s t h e Army's d o c t r i n a l g u i d e f o r m a i n t e n a n c e a t u n i t
l e v e l on t h e AirLand b a t t l e f i e l d . I t is p r i m a r i l y d e s i g n e d f o r t h e
B a t t a l i o n M a i n t e n a n c e O f f i c e r (BMO) , B a t t a l i o n M a i n t e n a n c e T e c h n i c i a n
(BMT), and B a t t a l i o n M a i n t e n a n c e S e r g e a n t (BMS), a s w e l l a s commanders.
The c h a n g e t o a t h r e e - l e v e l m a i n t e n a n c e s y s t e m was b a s e d on t h e need t o
s u p p o r t h i g h l y rnob i l e and s o p h i s t i c a t e d f i g h t i n g s y s t e n s a n d t h e r e l a t i v e l a c k of m o b i l i t y o f t h e o l d GS u n i t s t h a t were in t h e c o r p s a r e a .
U n i t m a i n t e n a n c e i s t h e l e v e l of t h e c u r r e n t s y s tern w h i c h c o r r e s p o n d s
t o t h e o p e r a t o r a n d o r g a n i z a t i o n a l c a t e g o r i e s of t h e o l d s y s t e m .
The u n i t m a i n t e n a n c e d o c t r i n e d i s c u s s e d i n t h i s m a n u a l e x p l a i n s mainten a n c e s u p p o r t o n t h e AirLand b a t t l e f i e l d and n a y b e a p p l i e d t o u n i t s
o r g a n i z e d a n d o p e r a t i n g u n d e r t h e Army o f E x c e l l e n c e (AOE) t a b l e s o f
o r g a n i z a t i o n and e q u i p m e n t ( T O E ) .
The p r i n c i p l e s d e s c r i b e d u s e a
m a n e u v e r heavy f o r c e f o r i l l u s t r a t i o n , b u t t h e p r i n c i p l e s a p p l y t o a l l
A
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be used tc f ~ c u st r a i n i n g fcr m a i n t e n a n c e i n s u p p o r t of b a t t l e f i e l d o p e r a t i o n s . T h i s m a n u a l p r o v i d e s t h e
" wha t-to" o f ina i n t e n a n c e d u r i n g combat o p e r a t i o n s .
S p e c i f i c s of g a r r i son o p e r a t i o n s and t n e "how-to" of m o t o r pool o p e r a t i o n s a r e found i n
DA P a m p h l e t s 750- 35 a n d 738- 750.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Unit level maintenance is that maintenance which is the responsibility
of, and performed by, a using organization on its assigned equipment.
Unit maintenance is the foundation of the Army’s maintenance system.
It supports the needs of the user by keeping equipment in operation.
This chapter describes the AirLand battlefield maintenance support
concept, maintenance allocation charts the Army maintenance system,,
and maintenance support of divisional units operating in the brigade
area.

Unit maintenance on the AirLand battlefield relies heavily on the
ability of the operator/crew to identify malfunctions and make quick
repairs. Unit maintenance personnel initially diagnose and determine
the level of repair through the use of test, measurement and diagnostic
equipment (TMDE) and the maintenance allocation chart (MAC). The use
of battlefield damage assessment and repair (BDAR) techniques will be a
major contributing factor for success on the battlefield.
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT CONCEPT
The objective of maintenance in combat operations is to fix aS far
forward as the tactical situation permits. Forward maintenance
maximizes combat power and minimizes repair and evacuation times.
Every attempt must be made to repair and return inoperable equipment to
the current battle. Maintenance efforts concentrate on returning
equipment to the user in time to influence the outcome of the battle.
Unit maintenance personnel repair equipment on site or recover to the
unit maintenance collection point (UMCP). In heavy divisions, mainte
nance support teams (MSTs) from the forward support maintenance company
(FSMC) perform intermediate direct support repairs in the UMCP.
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MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART (MAC)
The MAC lists the functional group responsible for the maintenance
level in which the repair part belongs. It is found in unit level
technical manuals (TM) and is the primary guide for assigning mainte
nance responsibility within the levels of the Army maintenance system.
The allocation of maintenance tasks is made on the basis of time,
tools, and skills normally available at the location where the work is
done. The MAC designates overall responsibility for the maintenance
function on end items and components.
BATTLEFIELD DAMAGE ASSESSMENT AND REPAIR (BDAR)
BDAR involves inspecting damaged equipment to determine the extent of
damage, classifying the equipment according to the type and level of
repair required and developing a plan of action for each item. Battle
damage assessment begins with the initial assessment by the operator/
crew and continues through the various stages of repair, recovery, and
evacuation. The BDAR program is implemented through the use of
technical manuals, special kits, special tools, special instruments,
supplies, training, research, and doctrine.
ARMY OIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM (AOAP)
The AOAP analyzes equipment lubricant condition to detect impending
component failures through periodic evaluation of oil samples taken
during lulls in the battle or when units are in reserve (See Chapter 7,
Sustainment Operations). Oil analysis provides a diagnostic tool to
determine the internal condition of engines, gearboxes, transmissions,
and other oil-lubricated systems and components.
THE ARMY MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
The Army maintenance system consists of three levels. They are unit,
intermediate direct support/intermediate general support (IDS/IGS), and
depot.
Unit Maintenance. Unit level maintenance is performed by the operator,
crew and the company maintenance team (CMT). Equipment operators
crew, and the CMT use preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS)
to detect equipment failures. Maintenance tasks performed at unit
level are listed in Table 1-1. Maximum use is made of built-in test
equipment (BITE) and TMDE to perform maintenance. These tasks are
performed at the down-site or the UMCP.
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Intermediate Maintenance (DS/GS).
both IDS and IGS maintenance.

This level maintenance consists of

IDS units/activities are found in divisional and nondivisional organi
zations. They repair and return equipment to the user and provide
repair parts supply. IDS maintenance tasks are listed at Table 1-2.
These tasks may be performed at IDS and unit maintenance areas.
IGS maintenance operations repair and return equipment to the theater
supply stsyem. IGS maintenance units are located at echelons above
corps (EAC) and are characterized by commodity oriented platoons or
commercial activities repairing components and end items. IGS mainte
nance includes shop/bay or production line operations conducted in
fixed or semifixed facilities. Table 1-3 illustrates IGS level mainte
nance.
Depot Maintenance. Maintenance at this level supports both the combat
forces and the Department of Defense (DOD) supply system by overhaul
and rebuild operations. Depot maintenance is performed by selected
industrial-type activities operated by the Army, other military
services, contracted commercial firms, or specialized repair activi
ties. Table 1-4 illustrates depot level maintenance.
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT OF DIVISIONAL TROOPS
Combat service support (CSS) is provided to separate platoons and
attached support units operating in the brigade area by the Forward
Support Battalion (FSB). Units should bring a slice of their unit
level CSS assets from their parent unit when they move forward into the
brigade area. In some cases, CSS may be provided on an area support
basis, however, this places a significant burden on maneuver units and
the FSB. Table 1-5 illustrates how unit maintenance is provided for
divisional units operating in the brigade area.
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All Army units are structured to support their own equipment. When
operating in the brigade area, the divisional units that are separated
from their parent unit must coordinate and plan maintenance support
with their own assets. Equipment is supported from the division
support area whenever practical. When this is not possible, Combat
units and/or the FSB may be required to provide unit level support to
divisional CSS elements. For example, signal teams and the military
police platoon normally receive backup unit maintenance from the FSB.
HHC Brigade provides limited backup unit maintenance support to
military intelligence teams, signal teams and the chemical platoon.
All unit commanders are responsible for recovery of their own equip
ment. For units operating in the brigade area, recovery assistance is
provided by supported units when feasible. When required, the FSB may
provide backup recovery and assistance in coordinating recovery of
unserviceable equipment to the owning unit's maintenance area.
Military Police Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: The Military Police (MP) company maintenance
support structure is based around a company motor pool operation.
There is little flexibility because of personnel and equipment re
straints.
Limitations: The major limiting factor is there are no organic wheeled
recovery assets in the TOE of the MP company. Coordination between the
MP company and supported unit will be required to overcome this short
fall.
Considerations: Combat and combat support operations will take the MP
company into the brigade area. The maneuver brigade S4 and the FSB’s
support operations officer plan and coordinate maintenance support of
the MP company's equipment. Maintenance support plans are normally
found in the operations orders or in standing operating procedures
(SOPs).
Air Defense Artillery Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: In the Air Defense Artillery (ADA) battalion, the
BMO position is an additional duty of the battalion S4. Duties include
providing the commander with maintenance considerations and developing
the overall maintenance readiness program. Battery commanders use
their organic maintenance assets. Unit maintenance for both air
defense systems and ground automotive equipment is done in the unit
maintenance area.
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Limitations: In divisional air defense units, batteries operating in
support of maneuver units rely heavily on recovery support from the
organization they are supporting.
Considerations: Due to the air defense mission and the location of
most ADA assets, on-site maintenance teams from both the system support
and maintenance sections of the ADA battalion provide unit maintenance
support at remote locations.
Military Intelligence Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: Military intelligence units and combat electronic
warfare intelligence (CEWI) maintenance structures are based on
consolidated maintenance operations with maintenance teams providing
on-site support.
Limitations: The battalion mechanical maintenance platoon is struc
tured with two contact teams. They provide support on site at field
locations. Additional maintenance teams may be formed from platoon
assets as required. Recovery vehicles are often used to transport the
team. The CEWI battalion is structured with two wheeled and two
tracked recovery vehicles. Control of recovery assets will be critical
due to the dispersion of the battalion’s units.
Considerations: Unit maintenance personnel must repair a high density
of power generation equipment. Routine unit level maintenance is
performed during forward refueling of power generators. Coordination
with the FSB’s support operations office is required for special
maintenance requirements and/or support of MI elements operating in the
brigade support area.
Chemical Company Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: Divisional chemical companies conduct unit mainten
ance operations at the company level. Each company operates its own
maintenance section and sends maintenance personnel forward during
chemical missions when available.
Limitations: Because of the limited capability to send maintenance
personnel forward and limited recovery assets, the divisional chemical
company receives limited unit level maintenance support from the
maneuver brigade headquarters company.
Considerations: The chemical company provides support over a widely
scattered area. They must sometimes depend on the unit they are
supporting for backup unit level maintenance and recovery assistance.
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Engineer Battalion Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: The divisional engineer battalion conducts unit
maintenance at company level. Each company operates its own mainte
nance section and has its own organic maintenance teams to conduct
on-site maintenance.
Limitations: Engineer units nave a large density of heavy equipment.
Due to the nature of engineer missions and the dispersion of its units,
on-site maintenance will be accomplished. Although engineers have
medium equipment transporters for their equipment, evacuation and
recovery will require additional support. Coordination with the FSB
must be made for additional recovery and evacuation assets as required.
Considerations. In heavy divisions, IDS maintenance support for
engineer equipment is provided by the heavy maintenance company in the
main support battalion (MSB) and the FSB’s maintenance company. If
engineer units are deployed forward in combat or combat support
operations, the engineer battalion BMO coordinates through the DISCOM
support operations branch (SOB) for support by the FSB.
Field Artillery Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: Divisional field artillery organizations use a
consolidated maintenance system. This maintenance structure estab
lishes centralized management control of the unit’s maintenance
functions within the service battery of the field artillery battalion.
Maintenance teams support each firing battery. Teams are aligned with
the headquarters and headquarters battery (HHB) and service battery.
The BMO, located in the headquarters section, is the maintenance
manager for the battalion. The service battery is normally located in
the brigade support area.
Limitations: Divisional field artillery units have limited transporta
tion assets for maintenance personnel. Mechanics use artillery tracked
vehicle assets to reach firing points.
Considerations: The FSB provides a dedicated artillery systems support
team to an artillery battalion. This MST provides on-site IDS level
maintenance. Backup support for this MST is provided by the mainte
nance sections of the FSMC.
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Signal Battalion Unit Maintenance Operations
Support Structure: The signal battalion has its own organic mainte
nance capability for communications-electronics equipment. The battal
ion structure provides unit maintenance on all organic and power
generation equipment. Each company has its own maintenance section in
the company headquarters section.
Limitations: There is limited wheel vehicle recovery capability in the
signal battalion. The forward deployed signal companies must rely on
the FSB and maneuver brigade assets for recovery assistance.
Considerations: Signal battalion elements must coordinate support
requirements with the supported unit and the FSB.
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CHAPTER 2
ORGANIZATION FOR MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION
The unit TOE establishes the resources for maintenance. Guidance on
how they are used is contained in this manual and in manuals pertaining
to the particular unit being examined. In combat units, unit level
maintenance personnel are located at the battalion level. In armored
and mechanized infantry units, CSS assets are assigned to the headquar
ters and headquarters company. CSS is moved forward to the companies
as required. This allows the company commanders to concentrate on the
combat mission and on the performance of operator/crew maintenance
tasks.
A team effort is needed for responsive maintenance support. Keeping
equipment working and repairing it quickly takes the combined effort of
many individuals. To function effectively, team members must know each
other's responsibilities, capabilities, and limitations. Although the
following discussion is oriented toward armor and mechanized infantry
battalions, most provisions have application to other units.
BATTALION ORGANIZATION
Combat battalions are organized to accomplish their combat mission and
to provide unit maintenance on assigned equipment. Figures 2-1 and 2-2
show the organization of an armored battalion and a mechanized infantry
battalion.
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Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC)
The HHC contains the battalion’s command and control, CS and CSS ele
ments. Figure 2-3 shows the organization of a type combat battalion
HHC.
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Battalion Headquarters (HQ). The headquarters contain the officers
and soldiers to support the operations of the battalion. Key personnel
of the command group are: Battalion Commander, Executive Officer (XO),
and Command Sergeant Major (CSM). The battalion staff consists of the
S1, S2, S3, S4, and all special staff officers. Their primary mainte
nance responsibilities are summarized below.
PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES
Battalion Commander. The battalion commander establishes and enforces
maintenance standards. He prioritizes and allocates resources and
provides training guidance. He is responsible for the execution of the
maintenance mission and materiel readiness.
Battalion Executive Officer. The battalion/task force XO is the
principal staff coordinator of logistical support. He coordinates all
staff actions that relate to maintenance and provides overall staff
supervision for battalion maintenance.
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Battalion Command Sergeant Major (CSM). The CSM i S the senior NCO in
the battalion/task force. He advises the battalion/task force com
mander on matters relating to the training of maintenance personnel.
He assists the CSS staff with trains operations and is the CSS trouble
shooter. He advises the commander on enlisted maintenance personnel
assignments.
Battalion S1 (Adjutant). The battalion S1 is responsible for personnel
service support functions of the battalion/task force. As the person
nel manager for the battalion, the S1 provides replacement maintenance
personnel in accordance with the commander’s priorities. He assists
the S4 with administrative/logistics operations center (ALOC) opera
tions. The adjutant performs strength accounting and casualty report
ing duties in the combat trains.
Battalion S2 (Intelligence). The intelligence officer informs the
commander regarding the enemy situation. CSS planners use intelligence
data to plan future maintenance operations. The intelligence effort
provides maintenance personnel with information concerning weather,
terrain, and enemy forces/capabilities.
Battalion S3 (Operations). The S3 has staff responsibilities for
matters pertaining to the organization, training, and operations of the
battalion and attached units. He provides current and future guidance
on battalion operations. He is responsible for the operation of the
tactical operations center (TOC).
Battalion S4 (Logistics). The S4 has primary staff responsibility for
supply, transportation, and field services. He supervises all logisti
cal elements in the battalion/task force and is responsible for the
ALOC.
Battalion Maintenance Officer (BMO).
platoon.

See discussion on the maintenance

Company Headquarters
The company headquarters consists of the company commander, executive
officer, first sergeant, and the company supply section. It provides
command, control, communications, administrative, and logistics support
for the company.
The HHC commander is responsible for the battalion/task force field
trains. He establishes the HHC command post, coordinates support with
the FSB, and serves as the battalion task force rear operations offi
cer.
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Maintenance Platoon. The maintenance platoon consists of the headquar
ters, the administrative, recovery support, and maintenance service
sections, and the CMTs. Figures 2-4 and 2-5 show the organization of
an armored battalion and a mechanized infantry battalion maintenance
platoon. It operates from the UMCP, field trains, and company/team
combat trains. It is responsible for the battalion’s prescribed load
list (PLL) and maintenance records. The platoon provides maintenance
teams to support the battalion/task force maintenance mission. In
addition, the platoon interfaces with the FSB and the intermediate
direct support (IDS) MST. It provides unit level maintenance for the
battalion/task force equipment. The maintenance service section of the
maintenance platoon augments the CMTs as required. The CMTs are
controlled by the BMO when they are employed outside the company/team
combat trains area.
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Platoon Headquarters
The headquarters contains the command and control elements. It con
sists of the platoon leader, who is also the battalion maintenance
officer (BMO), battalion maintenance technician (BMT), and the battal
ion maintenance sergeant (BMS). This element develops maintenance
support plans consistent with the battalion’s combat mission. It
tailors the platoon to meet mission requirements and directs platoon
operations. It focuses the maintenance effort forward to sustain
maximum combat power. The headquarters section is responsible for
providing maintenance priorities for the IDS MST. Figure 2-6 shows the
organization of the platoon headquarters.
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Battalion Maintenance Officer (BMO). The BMO is directly responsible
for unit maintenance collection point (UMCP) operations and controls
maintenance support within the maintenance platoon. The BMO directs
the maintenance effort to repair jobs requiring no more than four to
six hours to complete. He shifts maintenance assets to meet battal
ion/task force requirements according to the commander’s priorities.
He maintains close contact with the battalion XO and S3 to remain
current on the tactical situation. The BMO coordinates maintenance
support with the battalion S4 and the FSB’s support operations section
(SOS). He determines the location of the UMCP based on the elements of
mission, enemy, terrain, troops and time available (METT-T). HiS focus
is on placing maintenance support forward to sustain maximum combat
power. He coordinates with the FSB MST and establishes maintenance
priorities. He is assisted by the BMT and BMS in coordinating unit
maintenance operations.
Battalion Maintenance Technician (BMT). The BMT is located in the UMCP
and assists the BMO in all maintenance repair operations. His primary
function is to ensure that the maximum number of combat weapons systems
are returned to the battle in the forward area. He controls BDAR,
recovery, and maintenance operations in the forward area of the battle
field by maintaining continuous communications with the company
maintenance team chiefs (CMTCs). The BMT organizes and moves teams
from the maintenance platoon forward to reinforce the CMTs. These
maintenance teams provide maintenance resources (skills, test equip
ment, parts, and personnel) in addition to that provided by CMTs. He
determines which damaged weapons systems will be recovered to the UMCP.
He works with the FSB MST team chief in determining maintenance priori
ties. He alerts the BMO when the FSB’s MST requires reinforcement.
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Battalion Maintenance Sergeant (BMS). The BMS is the senior mainte
nance NCO in the battalion/task force. He assists the BMO and BMT in
controlling and prioritizing maintenance operations in the field and
combat trains. The BMS coordinates the maintenance work load with the
FSB MST and directs the flow of repair parts from the field trains. He
is normally located in the field trains.
Maintenance Administrative Section
This section maintains repair parts and maintenance records. It
maintains the collocated PLL of repair parts for each combat company.
It is responsible for requisitioning, storing, and issuing repair parts
for the CMTs and maintenance service teams. On the battlefield, the
maintenance administrative section will employ PLLs based on the
maintenance requirements, tactical situation, and risk assessment. The
majority of the combat weapons systems are located forward of the
combat trains. PLL assets required to support forward of the
are located in the UMCP with some specific parts forward with CMTs.
Since this is a high-risk area, a portion of the unit PLL remains in
the field trains, with PLL repair parts pushed forward as required.
Two or three task force company PLLs may be pushed forward and one or
two held for reserve in the rear. PLL assets must be placed on the
battlefield based on the tactical situation. Due to frequent movement,
it is essential that units operate with a combat PLL. Figure 2-7 shows
the organization of the Maintenance Administration Section.

Administrative Section NCOIC. The administrative section NCOIC is
responsible for training personnel in PLL/TAMMS procedures. He ensures
PLLs are employed on the battlefield consistent with the support plan
developed by the BMO. He pushes and delivers repair parts issued by
2-8

the FSB to the maintenance teams in a timely manner. He provides
repair parts to the FSB MST for backup unit level maintenance repair
requirements. He assists the BMT in developing plans and procedures
for the reconstitution of destroyed PLLs. This sergeant must assist
the BMT in cross-attaching and receiving supporting PLLs.
Maintenance Service Section. The Maintenance Service Section (Figure
2-8) provides combat flexibility in placing maintenance assets on the
battlefield at the place and time where needed most. It supports the
mission priorities established by the battalion leadership. This
section is organized into teams with transportation capabilities for
mobility on the battlefield. During combat, this section's first
priority is to reinforce the company teams in their mission of return
ing equipment requiring minimum repair (normally within two to four
hours) to the battle. Teams not forward are located in the UMCP
concentrating their efforts toward repairing weapons systems for the
current battle or the start of the next battle. The FSB MST assists
the Maintenance Service Section in its maintenance efforts in the UMCP.
The four to six-hour jobs are repaired in the UMCP. They are critical
to the combat mission. These repairs are made by MTs and the FSB MST.
The Maintenance Service Section provides an MT in the field trains. It
supports vehicles of the HQ company support platoon and rear elements.

Maintenance Service Section NCOIC. The Maintenance Service Section
NCOIC organizes the section into teams based on guidance provided by
the BMO and BMT. Teams are sent forward to reinforce the critical
areas when requested by the BMT. Each team has an NCOIC and works
under the direct control of the CMTC requesting reinforcing support.
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He ensures deploying teams have appropriate skills, tools, test equip
ment, and parts to support the mission. He ensures all deploying teams
have a link-up plan and location. Most of the NCOIC's effort is
directed toward repairing equipment in the UMCP.
Recovery Support Section. The Recovery Support Section (Figure 2-9)
provides the battalion with the flexibility of placing recovery assets
on the battlefield where they can best support the battalion mission
requirements. This section places its combat vehicle recovery assets
forward. The BMO shifts assets based on the maintenance and recovery
work load. The recovery vehicles are used to reinforce the CMTs
recovery capability. They recover equipment from the company area to
the UMCP, recover assets from the battlefield, and assist in moving the
UMCP. Recovery vehicles pull equipment to designated heavy equipment
transporter (HET) points. HETs evacuate damaged equipment from points
along the main supply route (MSR) to a higher level of maintenance.
When possible, HETs will evacuate from the UMCP.

Recovery Support Section NCOIC. The NCOIC of the recovery support
section coordinates the work load with the BMT to ensure priority of
recovery is IAW the battalion’s mission requirements. He ensures that
his crews are trained in both recovery operations and BDAR. He main
tains communications with his crews at all times and is prepared to
react to emergency surge recovery requirements.
Recovery Equipment Operators. The recovery equipment operator is
responsible for BDAR and recovering disabled, damaged, mired, and
abandoned vehicles. He performs unit level maintenance on recovery
assets. Recovery operators provide lift for maintenance operations,
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such as removal and replacement of power packs. Solving towing and
rigging problems and making on-site repairs and adjustments are
operator’s duties.
Company Maintenance Team (CMT). The CMTs are organized and equipped to
provide mobile unit level maintenance support to the combat companies.
CMTs perform BDAR, diagnose maintenance problems, and conduct unit
level repairs and recovery. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 illustrate the
maintenance teams with a tank and mechanized infantry company. When
required, they deploy with the PLL associated with their company. They
establish a close working relationship with the supported company. The
BMO provides the company with a CMT based on the battalion/task force
priorities. The team’s focus is on completing the two-hour repair jobs
that quickly increase the combat power of the unit.
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It normally deploys with with reparable exchange (RX) components and
high usage repair parts. It reports equipment repairs requiring longer
than two to four hours to the BMT. This equipment is recovered to the
UMCP for repair by maintenance personnel of the MTs and the FSB MST.
The CMT recovery vehicle remains in the forward area and is used to
return vehicles to the battle. The recovery vehicle crew performs BDAR
and pulls vehicles out of the line of fire for further repair. Vehi
cles requiring repair in the UMCP will be recovered to a collection
point in the forward area. Recovery teams from the recovery support
section move the weapons systems to the UMCP.
Company Maintenance Team Chief (CMTC). The CMTC organizes and directs
the mechanics of the CMT. He identifies damaged combat weapons systems
for recovery. The CMTC is responsible for recovery operations to a
collection point. He supervises BDAR, cannibalization efforts, and
controls all repair parts. The CMTC works closely with the First
Sergeant and responds to all maintenance requirements. When the team’s
work load is exceeded, the CMT chief requests reinforcement from the
BMT. The CMT chief, along with the BMT is responsible for all mainte
nance operations forward of the UMCP.
Company Maintenance Team Mechanics. The company maintenance team
mechanics are controlled by the CMTC. They perform unit level mainte
nance and assist in recovery operations.
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Company Headquarters (HQ). Figure 2-12 shows the mechanized infantry
company organization and Figure 2-13 illustrates the company personnel.
The headquarters section contains the command, control, and CSS ele
ments organic to the company. It consists of the commander, XO, first
sergeant, supply sergeant, armorer, and assigned vehicle operators and
crews. In a tank company, both the commander and the XO are mounted in
tanks and the XO is required forward in the battle area. This makes
the first sergeant the key individual for maintenance support coordina
tion. In a mechanized infantry company, both the XO and the first sergeant
are mounted in wheeled vehicles and the support coordination task may
be shared to a larger degree. A unit armorer provides unit maintenance
for assigned small arms. Unit maintenance for nuclear, biological, and
chemical (NBC) defense equipment is provided by equipment users.
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COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITIES
The XO, first sergeant, and supply sergeant are the three key leaders
in the company who have primary responsibility for CSS.
Company Executive Officer. The company XO is the logistical planner
and coordinator. He works with the 1SG to ensure CSS activities are
set up and supervised. He determines the general location for the
company resupply point and receives constant updates concerning the
status of vehicle maintenance and levels of supply. He serves as the
second in command.
Company First Sergeant. The 1SG is the primary logistics operator and
executes the logistics plan. He directly controls the combat trains,
its movements, and employment. He receives, consolidates, and sends
reports received from the platoon sergeants to the battalion ALOC. The
1SG is responsible for all maintenance operations for the company and
directs the efforts of the CMT.
Company Supply Sergeant. The supply sergeant is the company’s repre
sentative in the battalion field trains. He requisitions Class II, IV,
VII, and limited Class VIII and IX items. He coordinates with the
support platoon for Class I, III, and V. He assists the 1SG in estab
lishing company resupply points and logistical package (LOGPAC)
operations.
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Forward Support Battalion
The FSB is the DISCOM’S CSS operator in the brigade support area (BSA).
The FSB provides dedicated logistical support for a brigade and to the
units that directly support that brigade. The FSB commander works
closely with the supported brigade XO and S4. He provides support
mission guidance through the battalion support operations section.
Support Operations Section (S0S)
The SOS provides technical supervision for the CSS functions. The
maintenance officer in the SOS plans, coordinates, and provides
technical supervision for IDS functions performed by the FSMC. This
officer interfaces with the brigade and battalion S4s and BMOs in
resolving maintenance support problems and priorities.
FSB Maintenance Company
The FSB Maintenance Company provides intermediate direct support (IDS)
maintenance and repair parts supply to the brigade and its attached and
supporting units. The primary mission of this company is the repair
and return of inoperative equipment as far forward as battlefield
conditions permit. To accomplish this mission the company is struc
tured and organized with systems support teams (SSTs). The SSTs are
task organized into MSTs. MSTs move forward and perform on-site
repairs. There is normally one MST per supported battalion/task force.
The BMO of the battalion/task force establishes priorities for the MSTs
while they are in the UMCP.
Maintenance Company Commander
The maintenance company commander plans, directs, and supervises the
operations and employment of the company. He is responsible for the
maintenance support provided to the brigade. He provides guidance to
the maintenance control officer concerning maintenance support and
repair parts availability. He provides technical supervision and
assistance to supported unit commanders.
Maintenance Control Officer
The maintenance control officer (shop officer) coordinates directly
with customer units and higher headquarters to accomplish the mainte
nance mission. He is the principal assistant to the company commander
for IDS level maintenance operations and coordinates directly with
supported unit BMOs. He controls operations of the MSTs. In addition
he controls maintenance operations and technical assistance to sup
ported units in the brigade area.
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Maintenance Support Teams (MST)
MSTs normally work in the UMCP under the control of the maintenance
control officer. They take instruction and follow the priorities of
the supported unit from the BMO. The MST, more familiar as a "contact
team" in the H-series TOE, is tailored to fit the needs of the task
force. The base structure for an MST comes from SSTs assigned to the
intermediate direct support maintenance company in the FSB.
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CHAPTER 3
TASK FORCE SUPPORT

INTRODUCTION
A battalion task force (TF) is formed at the direction of the brigade
commander. he will determine combat, combat support, and CSS elements
required to accomplish the mission. CSS units have a significant
challenge. They must sustain the combat power of the TF. Maintenance
is performed as far forward as the tactical situation permits to
minimize the time it takes to return equipment to combat. This chapter
will discuss the support structures necessary to provide support to the
battalion TF.
TASK FORCE ORGANIZATIONS
Battalions are normally task organized to fight as TFs in heavy
divisions. The battalion TF is composed of its organic headquarters
and headquarters company and includes one or more organic companies,
plus one or more tank or mechanized companies, with CS and CSS assets
attached as necessary to accomplish the mission. Typical battalion TF
organizations are illustrated in Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4.
Companies detached from their organic battalion must take a slice of
their parent battalion’s CSS assets to the gaining TF. At a minimum,
this slice includes maintenance, supply and medical personnel and
equipment. A typical TF maintenance scenario is contained in the
Appendix.
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MAINTENANCE SUPPORT OF TASK FORCES
The maintenance platoon contains the battalion’s unit maintenance and
recovery resources. Maintenance is task organized by the BMO to
support tactical units. He organizes the platoon into maintenance
teams. TF priorities determine how a company will be provided CSS.
Maintenance teams sent forward are called CMTs. The CMT is controlled
by the BMO. When employed in the company area, the company first
sergeant will control the CMT. The CMTs may be augmented by additional
personnel and equipment from the maintenance platoon. The BMO may
divert the CMT from one company to support another element of the TF.
Figure 3-5 shows the maintenance organization in support of a balanced
battalion TF.

Unit level maintenance concentrates on returning equipment to the
battle. When equipment becomes damaged, operators/crews take action to
repair it. CMTs repair at either the down-site or the first terrain
feature to the rear, out of the direct fire battle. Equipment exceed
ing established repair time guidelines is recovered to the UMCP.
Figure 3-6 illustrates battle support management planning factors.
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Figure 3-6. Battle Support Management Planning Factors.
MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS
General. The BMO organizes the maintenance platoon to support TF
operations. His analysis of current and anticipated maintenance
requirements and the commander’s intent forms the logistics annex of
the operations plan or the SOP. The plan provides for maintenance
support at three locations: the company trains, combat trains, and
field trains. The locations of maintenance teams are illustrated in
Figure 3-7.
Company Trains. The company trains are established by the first
sergeant behind the first terrain feature out of the line of direct
f i r e . The CMT is employed in support of the company and is under the
operational control of the first sergeant. The company maintenance
team provides maintenance and recovery support to the combat unit.
Track vehicle pares are drawn from the PLL and carried on the CMT's
maintenance vehicle. These parts provide a quick-fix capability
forward on the battlefield. The XO/lSG plan and coordinate company
trains maintenance operations.
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Unit Maintenance Collection Point (UMCP). The UMCP is established in
or near the combat trains and is controlled by the BMO. He organizes
the UMCP with maintenance platoon personnel, recovery vehicles, tool
trucks, and PLL assets. The FSB MST supports from this location.
Figure 3-8 shows the organization of the UMCP. The BMO is assisted by
the BMT, who is directly responsible for maintenance operations.
Maintenance teams not engaged in support of combat forces work in the
UMCP returning critical weapons systems to battle. Equipment not
repaired in the UMCP is evacuated to a maintenance location where it
can be repaired within acceptable time limits.

Field Trains. The field trains are controlled by the HHC commander and
are located in the BSA. The field trains consist of the HHC command
post, battalion/TF supply section, support platoon, maintenance
platoon, and company supply sections. The BMS is responsible for unit
maintenance in the field trains. Field trains elements provide
resupply functions. Repair parts resupply functions are performed by
the maintenance platoon. The FSB performs IDS level repairs on the HHC
wheeled vehicles and equipment located in the battalion field trains.
Maintenance Repair Time Guidelines. Time guidelines are established to
assist maintenance leaders in deciding where to repair equipment. This
prevents equipment from accumulating in the forward area and aids in
distributing the maintenance work load. Repair/recover/evacuate
decisions are made at all levels based on the time required to repair.
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Times are based on command policy and the factors of METT-T. The
guidelines are considered flexible and not restrictive. They begin
with the completion of the diagnosis made by operator and crew and end
when the equipment is returned to battle. They do not include evacua
tion, preparation, and movement time. Table 3-1 illustrates mainte
nance repair time guidelines.
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MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
The operator/crew makes an initial status report to the platoon leader
describing the inoperable condition, NBC situation, location, and
circumstances.
When inoperable equipment is subject to hostile fire, another vehicle
may be used to push or pull it to a secure location.
The operator/crew make an estimate of the situation and support re
quirements. They consider use of self-recovery, BDAR, and assistance
from other unit elements in the vicinity. If the item can be returned
by local resources, they initiate action to do so. If repairs are
beyond their capability, they request assistance from their platoon
leader or as prescribed by unit SOP.
When available resources are not sufficient, the feasibility of on-site
repair by maintenance personnel is evaluated. Maintenance teams from
unit maintenance or MSTs from the FSB may be able to do on-site repair
and return the equipment to battle.
Before a recovery vehicle is committed, other recovery means must be
considered. Short-tracking and BDAR may restore enough mobility to let
the damaged equipment move. Other damaged but mobile equipment may be
used to move disabled equipment. The tactical situation may permit a
like, operable vehicle to do the recovery when recovery vehicles are
not available. An illustration of the repair-versus-recovery decision
is found at Figure 3-10.
When the platoon sergeant and platoon leader determine that repair is
beyond the platoon’s capability, they contact the 1SG or XO who
dispatches the CMT. The IDS MST may also be requested to provide
The CMT inspects the equipment to verify the operator’s/crew’s diagno
sis and assessment of damage. The CMTC will attempt on-site repair or
recover the vehicle to a forward maintenance collection point. Repair
time guidelines will influence the CMTC’s decision to repair on-site or
recover to snottier repair location.
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Weapons systems located in the company area and exceeding established
repair time guidelines will be recovered to the UMCP. Weapons systems
are recovered from the UMCP to coordinating points along the MSR.
Weapons systems requiring six to twenty-four hours of repairs will be
evacuated to a higher level of maintenance from points along the MSR.
Heavy equipment transporters evacuate from the UMCP when possible. If
the factors of METT-T prohibit movement that far forward, evacuation
pick-up will occur at HET coordinating points along the MSR.
Specific information on recovery operations will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
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SUPPORT OF OFFENSIVE,
DEFENSIVE,
AND RETROGRADE OPERATIONS
Unit level maintenance is affected by the pace and type of combat being
conducted. The combat situation determines the location of supported
equipment, the work load, availability of support, and the time avail
able for repairs. Fast moving situations reduce maintenance effective
ness. Increased distances degrade communications between maintenance
teams. Each type combat operation requires unique planning.
Offensive Operations
The four general phases of offensive operations are: preparation,
attack, exploitation, and pursuit. The phases are roughly sequential
and may develop into a more fluid operation or into a defensive
operation. This potential for change must be considered in planning
for maintenance support of offensive operations. Offensive operations
are marked by forward movement of combat elements. As the operation
moves forward, the support elements join in the movement.
Preparation. This phase involves the concentration of logistical
support. Maintenance personnel place maximum maintenance effort on
preparing equipment for combat. The maintenance platoon, in the combat
trains, moves closely behind the TF elements during this phase. The
platoon’s position in the march column is selected to provide support
to TF units while protected from enemy fire.
Attack: The attack is quick and violent. The BMO monitors the
tactical situation to support the attack. He informs the S3 and the S4
of the specific locations of the UMCP. On-site support and recovery
operations are accomplished at a high degree of risk. During the
attack the majority of the maintenance platoon is located in the area
of the TF combat trains. The CMTs are forward with the maneuver
companies. Maintenance activities during this phase concentrate on
recovery and BDAR. After the attack, the BMO must coordinate mainte
nance requirements with the XO. They should discuss the current
situation, priority of effort, and plans for the next operation.
Exploitation and Pursuit. The TF covers a large area during the
exploitation and pursuit phase. Combat units strike at objectives deep
in the enemy rear while keeping pressure on retreating enemy forces.
Command, control, and communications are extremely difficult. CMTs
perform on-site repair. Maintenance platoon personnel perform quick
repairs in the UMCP. Equipment may be repaired, recovered, evacuated,
or left with the combat trains as the UMCP moves forward. The UMCP
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moves forward to support exploitation and pursuit operations. The
field trains moves forward to support the exploitation and pursuit
operations. As maintenance elements move forward, they inform fol
low-on maintenance elements of the location of equipment that needs
repair and has been left behind.
Defensive Operations
Mobile and area defense are the two types of defensive operations.
Maintenance support of the mobile defense is marked by reduced avail
able maintenance time. This reduces opportunities for on-site mainte
nance and MT support. Equipment which cannot be repaired or recovered
must be destroyed to prevent enemy capture.
More time is available for maintenance in the area defense when a unit
is not actively engaged with the enemy. This provides an opportunity
to conduct maintenance to improve materiel readiness.
Retrograde Operations
Units are dispersed during retrograde operations. Command, control,
and communications are difficult. A high degree of coordination is
required. Movement of combat elements may be performed under enemy
pressure. Maintenance operations concentrate on quick repairs, BDAR,
controlled exchange, and cannibalization. MTs in the UMCP move to
predetermined locations to support the TF. Equipment which cannot be
repaired or recovered is destroyed to prevent enemy capture. Recovery
capability is of utmost importance. The first method of choice is self
and like-vehicle recovery. Wheeled and tracked recovery vehicles are
used at critical points to keep the route of march open. The recovery
support section remains close to the combat unit to assist the CMT’s
recovery assets.
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CHAPTER 4
RECOVERY

INTRODUCTION
Recovery is the process of retrieving or freeing immobile, inoperative,
or abandoned materiel from where it was disabled or abandoned and
returning it to operation or to a place where it can be repaired,
evacuated, or otherwise disposed of.
Recovery is performed to-
* Return immobilized equipment to operation.
* Retrieve damaged equipment for repair and return to use.
* Retrieve equipment so it may be used as 3 source of parts.
* Retrieve abandoned materiel for further use.
* Prevent enemy capture of equipment.
* Obtain enemy materiel and records for intelligence purposes or for
use by US or Allied forces.
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RESPONSIBILITY
The owning unit is responsible for recovery of its equipment within its
area of operations. Self or like-vehicle recovery is used for larger
equipment. The owning unit is responsible for the following actions:
* Providing security to prevent further damage or loss.
* Removing unexploded rounds and nonvolatile explosives.
* Arranging recovery support for items beyond organic capability.
* Assisting in the recovery effort.
The BMO is responsible for recovery of heavy equipment beyond the
owning unit's capability. The battalion’s recovery operations are
managed by the BMO using recovery equipment of the maintenance platoon.
The supporting IDS unit provides limited recovery and coordinates
evacuation with the FSB SOS.
PERSONNEL
Recovery personnel are unit level mechanics who perform repairs when
not engaged in recovery. Recovery equipment operators are assigned to
CMTs and to the recovery support section of the maintenance platoon.
Recovery personnel must be skilled in the technical aspects of recovery
and BDAR. They muse be skilled in related tasks, such as using the
basic issue items (BII) of their equipment and operating in a tactical
environment. This includes use of the .50 caliber machine gun and
communications equipment. To find disabled equipment, recovery opera
tors must be able to use a map and a compass. The tactical situation
may require them to use smoke to screen the recovery operation from the
enemy. They may have to wear chemical protective clothing, identify
chemical agents, and decontaminate equipment.
EQUIPMENT
The type and quantity of assigned recovery equipment is determined by
the unit authorization document. In armor and mechanized infantry
battalions, a medium recovery vehicle is assigned to each of the four
CMTs. The armor battalion is organized with three additional recovery
vehicles, one 10-ton wrecker, and one 5-ton wrecker within the battal
ion maintenance platoon’s recovery support section (Figure 4-1). The
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mechanized infantry battalion also has three medium recovery vehicles
with two 5-ton wreckers within the maintenance platoon’s recovery
support section (Figure 4-2). The recovery assets located in the CMT
are shown in Figure 4-3.
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COMMAND, CONTROL, AND COMMUNICATIONS
Command. Recovery assets are centrally managed. Central management
permits timely response to task organization and changes in the work
load on tactical situations. It provides better coordination of recov
ery with repair. In combat units, a recovery manager, normally the
BMT, is designated at battalion level. The BMO directs the efforts of
the maintenance platoon and develops a maintenance support plan for
combat operations. The type and quantity of supported equipment, as
well as the tactical situation, may require reorganization of the
recovery assets. The BMO reorganizes these assets and controls the use
of recovery resources through the BMT and the CMTs and the recovery
support section chief and 1SG/XO.
Control. Each company team provides dedicated support to a combat
company. While in this dedicated role, the BMO normally delegates
authority for certain recovery operations to the CMT chief. When this
is done, provisions must be made to identify the locations to which the
disabled equipment is to be recovered. Maintenance time guidelines
play a key role in this determination. The recovery decision and des
tination is coordinated with the CMT chief, 1SG/XO, and the BMO by
means of available communications.
Command and control of company teams is normally retained by the BMO.
CMTs are routinely cross-attached with their companies to support task
forces for combat operations. When this happens, the teams are crossattached to the gaining TF. Some fast-moving or widely dispersed situ
ations may require passing operational control or attaching CMTs to the
supported companies. This should be done only as a last resort, since
it shifts a logistics responsibility to the combat unit commander and
detracts from the primary mission.
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The recovery support section's assets are used in general support of
platoon requirements. In some situations, the BMO may use them to
augment company teams or to form additional teams to provide increased
forward support.
Communications. Communications are vital to the success of the recov
ery mission. Track recovery vehicles are equipped with radios. When
communications equipment is not available, the recovery team must use
the supported unit’s radios. Use of commercial communications, when
available, should not be excluded.
RECOVERY MANAGEMENT
Technical aspects of recovery are in FM 20-22. The BMO coordinates
recovery operations with the overall repair effort to best support the
commander’s priorities and the tactical situation. The goal is timely
return of equipment to operation with the least expenditure of
resources. The following general principles apply to recovery opera
tions:
* The using unit is responsible for recovery of its disabled equipment.
The FSMC may provide additional recovery support.
* Management of recovery operations is centralized at battalion when
ever possible. This does not preclude delegation of recovery author
ity for specific operations to CMTs.
* The BMO, in coordination with the commander, organizes the recovery
resources to best support the unit mission.
* Recovery operations must be coordinated with the maintenance effort.
Maintenance personnel repair equipment as far forward as possible
within the limits of the tactical situation, amount of damage, and
available resources. Maintenance time guidelines are used for making
repair-or-recover decisions. The estimated repair time helps to
determine the maintenance activity to which the item should be recov
ered.
* The proper recovery equipment should be used for the recovery mis
sion. Track recovery vehicles normally recover track equipment.
Wheeled wreckers normally recover wheeled vehicles. Selecting the
proper recovery vehicle for the mission will be critical when sup
porting an increasing work load with a limited number of recovery
assets.
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* Recovery vehicles should not return equipment further to the rear
than necessary, which is usually to the maintenance collection point
of the supported combat unit. This keeps recovery vehicles available
in the forward areas. Further recovery/evacuation requirements will
be coordinated by the BMO, the FSB MST, and the FSB SOS.
* If a recovery mission interferes with combat operations, or compro
mises security, it must be coordinated with the tactical commander.
* When recovery assets are limited, the commander must set recovery
priorities. These will depend on the commander’s need for the item
and the tactical situation. The type of maintenance/repair required
will also affect the priority when two or more like items must be
recovered. In general, combat vehicles should be recovered before
tactical vehicles.
INITIATION OF RECOVERY
Action to recover equipment begins at the location the item becomes
disabled. When the equipment operator/crew detects an inoperable
condition, they assess the damage and initiate action based on their
analysis of the tactical situation.
The operator/crew evaluates and uses their organic repair and recovery
capability before requesting assistance. This includes BDAR, self or
like-vehicle recovery, and assistance from other units.
When company recovery resources are insufficient, assistance is re
quested to the recovery support section located in the UMCP. Requests
for assistance must use established communications security (COMSEC)
procedures and provide enough information to enable the recovery sup
port section to develop an action plan. Information usually required
includes:
* Unit identification.
* Equipment identification.
* Location (map coordinates when possible).
* Nature of disability.
* Evaluation of on-site repair capability.
* Repair parts required.
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* Organic recovery capability.
* Tactical situation and security requirements.
* Recommended route of approach.
The operator/crew informs the chain of command. The unit SOP
prescribes notification procedures. They are based on the type of
unit, equipment, communications available, tactical situation, and
location of equipment. An example of the notification process can be
seen at Figure 4-4.
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The operator/crew remains with the disabled equipment. When operator/
crew corrective measures have been exhausted, they should take cover,
provide local security, and wait for assistance. When maintenance/
recovery personnel arrive, the operator/crew assists in the repair or
recovery efforts.
REPAIR AND/OR RECOVERY PLAN
The BMO develops a plan of action for the disabled equipment based on
the request for assistance. His evaluation will include a review of
the tactical situation, the work load, and availability of maintenance
and recovery personnel. A priority for support is assigned. When the
extent of damage/failure cannot be determined, the BMO plans a recovery
mission but may also send maintenance personnel to attempt on-site
repair.
The tactical situation may prevent access to the disabled equipment.
When this occurs, the BMO will weigh the potential benefits of recovery
against possible loss of personnel. Although the risk to recovery is
less at night, noise and light discipline complicate the recovery
process. Security is supplied by the crew of the damaged/disabled
vehicle. Ground guides from the using unit are used when the location
of the disabled equipment is in question.
CONDUCT OF REPAIR AND/OR RECOVERY
The repair and/or recovery plan outlines the support to be provided.
The BMO assigns the repair or recovery mission to a maintenance team.
Detailed unit checklists assist in preparing for on-site support.
Preparations should include:
* Verification of location and status of the disabled equipment.
* Update on the current tactical situation, special security or NBC
defense requirements, and road and movement restrictions.
* Selection of primary and alternate routes of march.
* Availability of communications, to include communications equipment
checks, applicable call signs, primary and alternate frequencies, and
required reports, if any.
* Individual clothing and equipment with emphasis on NBC defense
items.
* Basic load of rations and ammunition.
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* Additional decontamination equipment and supplies for decontamination
of the disabled vehicle, if required.
* Selection of appropriate support equipment, vehicles, and personnel
for the mission.
* Serviceability and readiness of support equipment, to include BII,
fuel, and spare parts.
* Repair parts and supplies for anticipated maintenance requirements.
* Applicable special instructions regarding recovery location,
disposition of contaminated equipment, contingency plans, and any
special tactical or security considerations.
Abandoned or unmanned equipment requires special precautions. Before
repair or recovery can begin, the item must be checked for contaminati
on or booby traps. When chemical contamination is suspected, personnel
must be in full Mission-Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP). Recovery
personnel must be trained to check for and recognize booby traps.
Recovery personnel will also be trained in clearing or disarming the
weapons systems of the supported equipment. Weapons must be cleared to
prevent accidental discharge.
When the equipment has been made safe, the recovery team proceeds with
the recovery operation. The equipment is inspected to assess the
damage and determine repair or recovery requirements. Communication
with the BMO is important once repair requirements have been
determined. On-site repair may be possible by sending forward
additional parts or personnel.
When communication is not possible, the CMT proceeds with the original
plan or modifies it based on judgment, commander’s priorities, and the
unit SOP. During defensive operations, CMTs recover equipment to the
first terrain feature. From there, recovery to the UMCP can be
accomplished. However, this should be done only if the equipment
cannot be repaired at the forward MCP. During offensive operations,
MTs recover to the MSR. Maintenance platoon personnel will pick up the
equipment as they move forward.
The recovery destination is influenced by many factors. Among them are
the tactical situation, the need for recovery vehicles, work load,
maintenance resources at the unit MCP and the supporting maintenance
unit, and the extent of repairs required. Maintenance time guidelines
are used with these factors to decide which maintenance activity is
best for repair. The objective is to do the repair as far forward as
possible, using the least amount of maintenance resources.
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SPECIAL RECOVERY CONSIDERATIONS
The BMO and equipment operator/crew must be alert to new situations and
changing requirements. Planning and prior preparations are needed for
effective recovery support. This section discusses special considera
tions applicable to recovery. Specific procedures developed by
individual units should be part of the unit SOP.
IMPACT OF NBC OPERATIONS
Recovery and maintenance operations are more difficult when personnel
may be exposed to NBC attack or have to deal with contaminated
equipment. Operations in full MOPP are difficult and time-consuming.
Automatic chemical alarms on vehicles do not react fast enough to
prevent passengers from getting incapacitating doses of a chemical
agent. Therefore, vehicle movement in a potential NBC environment is
normally done in full MOPP. Although training extends the ability to
operate in full MOPP, a physical and psychological limit is eventually
reached. Since continuous wearing of full MOPP may hinder the recovery
mission, the commander may choose to modify the MOPP. Decisions should
be based on the following variables:
* Chemical threat to the unit’s mission.
* Unit’s vulnerability to future chemical attacks.
* Reaction time of unit personnel.
* Speed at which protective clothing can be donned.
* Type(s) of agent(s) that may be or have been used.
* Weather conditions.
* Work rate.
The protective quality of overgarments is degraded when the clothing is
wet with water, solvents, or petroleum products. When the mission
permits, individuals should replace clothing. Units operating in an
uncontaminated area establish NBC inspection points to monitor
recovered equipment entering the area. Contaminated vehicles are
processed through a decontamination station or left in a holding area
downwind from the unit for weathering and/or decontamination.
Chemically contaminated equipment and repair parts are marked and
labeled.
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RECOVERY OF FOREIGN EQUIPMENT
Technical recovery procedures for foreign and US materiel are the same.
The unit commander in the area where the equipment is found has
recovery responsibility. The following considerations apply:
* Enemy equipment is normally reported through intelligence channels.
* Enemy equipment may be booby-trapped.
* Procedures for handling enemy equipment should be included in the
unit SOP or operations orders.
* Based on military intelligence disposition instructions, enemy
material may be recovered to the UMCP, MSR, or the technical
intelligence element.
INTEROPERABILITY
Standard NATO force agreements outline joint working operations with
respect to recovery. Efforts should be taken to support interopera
bility relations by contacting NATO forces. Multinational interopera
bility handbooks have been developed to assist in recovery operations.
Caution should be taken to maintain as close to a one-to-one weight
ratio as possible (for example, an M88 medium recovery vehicle and a
tank) when towing.
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CHAPTER 5
SUPPLY OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION
Supply support is important to maintenance operations. Maintenance
personnel need repair parts, tools, test equipment, cleaning materials,
and other supplies to do the job. The Army supply system provides this
support. In order to get the right supplies, in the right quantity, to
the right place at the required time, it is important for maintenance
personnel to understand now the system works.
CLASS IX SUPPLIES
Class IX supplies consist of serviceable repair parts and components
that are required for maintenance support. These include both parts
that are returned for repair when unserviceable and those parts which
are discarded when replaced (reparable exchange and nonreparable).
Standard supply procedures are employed by the division materiel man
agement center (DMMC), FSB, and MSB to accomplish the division Class IX
supply accounting function.
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AUTHORIZED STOCKAGE LIST (ASL)
The division ASL for Class IX supplies is determined on the basis of an
economic order quantity formula. Demand criteria for additions and
retentions of stock are modified by the DMMC to meet mobility and
readiness needs. The DMMC decision on the levels of stockage of Class
IX materiel to be physically located in the forward area is limited by
the mobility requirements of the FSMC. High demand items and specific
needs of the unit are considered as well as needs of the supporting IDS
units. The remaining stocks of the division Class IX ASL are main
tained by the MSB located in the Division Support Area (DSA). Class IX
management information and details are found in AR 710-2, DA Pam 710
2-1, and AR 725-50.
PRESCRIBED LOAD LIST (PLL)
A PLL supports the unit’s daily maintenance operations for a prescribed
number of days of supply. Units that are authorized personnel, tools
and equipment to perform maintenance maintain PLLs. PLL stocks and
records are kept in an area convenient for maintenance personnel. PLL
stocks for several units are sometimes maintained in a central location
but are always maintained separately to support TF operations.
COMBAT PLL
A combat PLL consists of items and quantities prescribed by mandatory
parts lists (MPL), items necessary to support newly introduced equip
ment, and demand supported items. The maximum size of a combat PLL is
300 lines. Combat PLLs contain only combat essential repair parts for
certain items of equipment. The MPL is a listing of repair parts that
are essential for use on a particular type of equipment in combat. All
equipment does not have a mandatory parts list. Items which are
stocked to support that equipment must be coded as combat essential and
meet the demand criteria established by the DMMC. These are parts
whose failure will preclude mission capable operation of the end item
under combat conditions. Further information on MPLs is contained in
AR 710-2 and DA Pam 710-2-1. Figure 5-1 illustrates the composition of
a combat PLL.
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REPARABLE EXCHANGE (RX)
RX items are items authorized for replacement at unit level and
reparable at IDS level. Units normally turn in unserviceable RX items
to their supporting IDS unit on a normal turn in document and concur
rently request a new item. RX items, if on hand, are issued immedi
ately in exchange for unserviceable items. AR 710-2 contains storage
criteria for RX items. RX items stored at unit level are considered
part of the PLL.
QUICK SUPPLY STORE
The quick supply store (QSS) items are low dollar value items which are
normally consumed in use. Normal PLL and ASL accounting, request for
issue, and turn in documents are not used. Examples of QSS are nuts,
bolts, screws, gasket material, and filters. Units are authorized to
have a limited stock of QSS items on hand as authorized by local pol
icy. QSS items stocked at unit level are not considered part of PLLs.
Listings of QSS items are published by the DMMC and provided to the
units through their supporting forward support maintenance company.
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RESUPPLY OPERATIONS
The battalion S4 has primary staff responsibility for supply support.
He is the primary supply operator. Routine supplies are often deliv
ered to the companies from the battalion field trains under the super
vision of the XO and the company first sergeant. All other supplies
such as ammunition, fuel, and food, are delivered to the company.
Repair parts, fuel, and ammunition must be provided as they are re
quested. The first sergeant normally coordinates the delivery and
arranges to have the vehicle met and guided into position. The LOGPAC
method is used by the battalion whenever possible to resupply companies
in the forward areas. The supply section, preferably operating at
night, delivers required supplies, mail, and other items to a release
point. The first sergeant meets the LOGPAC, resupplies the company,
and returns the LOGPAC to the release point. The supply section re
turns the LOGPAC to field trains.
REQUEST AND DELIVERY OF CLASS IX ITEMS
Combat units in the forward area request Class IX supply support from
repair parts specialists of the Administrative Section. The requi
sitions are sent from the Administrative Section to the FSMC located in
the BSA. The FSMC will either issue the repair part or forward the
request to the DMMC when it cannot issue an item. For the flow of
Class IX items, see Figure 5-2. The movement of Class IX supplies
forward to the UMCP is controlled by the BMS. CMTs request supplies
from the UMCP. Supply requests are sent from the UMCP to the Adminis
trative Section in the field trains.
MISSILE REPAIR PARTS
Critical missile parts are normally located in the BSA to support
repair and maintenance activities. Since missile parts are limited,
assets are tightly controlled. Priorities and allocations of items are
determined by the DMMC.
FABRICATION
When a critical part is not available, it may be locally fabricated.
DA Form 5504 and the specifications or a sample item are used to re
quest fabrication from the supporting maintenance unit.
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LOCAL PROCUREMENT
When the required item is not readily available through the supply
system but is available on the local economy, the supply support activ
ity (SSA) may be able to purchase it locally. Local procurement may
also be used for purchase of selected maintenance services. Units may
request that certain items or services be obtained locally. If a unit
knows where or how items or services may be obtained, provision of that
information to the supporting IDS maintenance unit is generally helpful
in expediting the action.
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CONTROLLED EXCHANGE
Controlled exchange is the removal of serviceable parts, components,
assemblies, and subassemblies from unserviceable, but economically
repairable, equipment. These parts are used to restore a like item to
a serviceable condition. Unserviceable components are placed on the
item to replace the serviceable item removed.
Circumstances under which controlled exchange is authorized are out
lined by AR 750-1. The document register, due-in records, and record
of demands must be adjusted when controlled exchange is accomplished.
Controlled exchange is normally employed in peacetime, but may be
employed whenever adequate time is available to perform the exchange.
Exchanges are normally accomplished on items being evacuated for exten
sive or time consuming repair.
CANNIBALIZATION
Cannibalization is the authorized removal of serviceable and unservice
able parts, components, and assemblies from equipment. Cannibalization
supplements and supports supply and RX operations by providing a supply
source for difficult to obtain repair parts, components, and assem
blies. During war, a cannibalization policy is authorized by the com
mander. The goal of cannibalization is to return combat weapons
systems to battle. Commander approval is required before a weapons
system may be cannibalized. Cannibalization policies are normally es
tablished by the division commander upon recommendation from the G4.
CLASS III SUPPLY OPERATIONS
Two general categories of Class III supplies are bulk fuels and pack
aged POL products. Bulk fuels are items such as motor gasoline
(MOGAS), diesel fuel, and aviation gasoline (JP). Packaged POL prod
ucts are greases, oils, and lubricants. Class III supplies are proc
essed the same as Classes II and IV. Diesel is the main fuel in the
maneuver units. It is used in tanks, armored personnel carriers, large
trucks, and other tactical vehicles. MOGAS is used, in smaller
amount, for generators, field ranges, and other equipment. The FSB
supplies Diesel, MOGAS, and packages POL products
UNIT LEVEL LOGISTICS SYSTEM (ULLS)
Automated systems improve the timeliness, accuracy, and reporting of
data. The most important automated system to unit maintenance managers
is the ULLS. ULLS is computer software used for conducting motor pool
operations. The ULLS software and its computer hardware may differ
from unit to unit, but the basic principles are the same.
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Impact of ULLS
ULLS consolidates the data used for unit status reporting. It does
this by automating the unit maintenance functions in DA Pam 738-750,
and Class IX supply functions in DA Pam 710-2-1.
In general, ULLS:
Automates TAMMS and Class IX supply functions
Increases accuracy and speed of form/report processing
Creates automated forms and reports
Provides unit maintenance managerial reports
Passes information to DSU computer systems
ULLS improves the accuracy of reports. Many previously required en
tries are automatically completed by the system, and other entries are
edited by internal catalog files. This improves the quality of data
for reports as well as reducing the amount of operator input to the
system. These features give commanders and maintenance managers on the
battlefield more accurate information for making decisions.
ULLS was designed to expedite form and report preparation. Its alert
dispatch option allows an entire unit’s equipment to be dispatched
automatically. This speed enables units to react more quickly. ULLS
also saves time. Other options process data on the entire unit’s
equipment in minutes, functions which used to take hours with a manual
system.
ULLS replaces many forms with computer printouts. These printouts are
in preprinted formats and completed with unit identification and basic
equipment data. The forms produced by ULLS are authorized to be used
in place of the forms in current maintenance and supply publications.
ULLS increases the managerial reports available to unit maintenance
managers. The reports described below will be very useful during
wartime maintenance operations.
EQUIPMENT READINESS -provides readiness information on reportable
items of equipment, systems, and subsystems.
PARTS RECEIVED NOT INSTALLED - provides a list of parts which have
been received for equipment but have not yet been installed.
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EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY - provides readiness information on report
able and nonreportable items of equipment, systems, and subsystems.
DOCUMENT CONTROL REGISTER/DEADLINE RECONCILIATION - performs a
reconciliation between the document control register and all pieces of
equipment that are nonmission capable for parts.
PLL ZERO BALANCE - provides a list of PLL records with no quanti
ties on hand.
PLL/DOCUMENT CONTROL REGISTER RECONCILIATION - reconciles the PLL
due-in/due-out quantities with due-in/due-out quantities of open docu
ments on the document control register.
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE - provides a list of equipment requiring
services during a specified period of time.
ULLS passes information to IDS unit computer systems. The primary
systems are the Standard Army Maintenance System (SAMS) and the Stan
dard Army Retail Supply System (SARSS). Information is exchanged
between the unit and the IDS unit in both directions. The exchange of
information can be made by diskette, secure wire, or FM radio.
Each ULLS has a user’s guide which was designed from the current main
tenance and supply regulations and pamphlets. If a conflict between
the current supply or maintenance publication and the user’s guide
occurs, consider the user’s guide to be the correct reference.
Information in the computer should be backed up as often as possible by
transferring the information in the system to diskette or magnetic
tape. Storing the backed up diskettes or tape in a different location
than the ULLS doubles the number of areas that must be targeted to
destroy the data. These practices take a little time but in the long
run give units quick capability for reconstructing their files to make
sound management decisions. If the ULLS becomes inoperable, the unit
should manually record actions and update the system when it becomes
operational.
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CHAPTER 6
SAFETY

INTRODUCTION
Maintenance related accidents are responsible for 25 percent of all
military on-duty injuries. Annually they account for 2,500 injuries,
27,000 lost work days, and a cost of 8.6 million dollars. Accidents
reduce a unit’s effectiveness, impact adversely on morale and disci
pline, and deplete operational capabilities. Under combat conditions
and during continuous operations, fatigue and the stress of battle add
to the causes of accidents. The impact of a poor safety program or low
safety awareness is a reduction in the maintenance structure’s ability
to provide the maximum number of weapons systems to the commander. An
effective safety program is essential to the success of all maintenance
operations. A safety program must include procedures for adequate
supervision of soldiers, adequate self-discipline of soldiers, use of
proper equipment, adequate unit training, and adequate record keeping.
Maintenance personnel must take action to reduce and/or eliminate
potential safety hazards.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Commander. The commander of a unit sets the safety climate and
attitude for his unit. He ensures that all activities are conducted
safely. He requires that the cause of all accidents be determined and
corrective action taken to prevent future accidents. He fosters a safe
unit by a suitable system of incentives and punishments.
Safety Officer. The commander appoints a safety officer to see to the
administration of the unit safety program. He normally writes the unit
safety SOP for the commander. He investigates and submits required
reports on accidents.
Leaders. All unit leaders are responsible for publicizing and imple
menting safety procedures. They will brief personnel on safe job
performance. They must impress upon soldiers the need for constant
alertness and observation of safety measures through training, rewards,
and punishment.
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Soldiers. Soldiers must know that safety rules have been established
for their protection. It is their responsibility to follow all
instructions and use all prescribed safeguards. They must be trained
in safe practices and report all safety hazards immediately. Any and
all violations of safety rules must be reported to unit leaders.
UNIT SAFETY PROGRAM
The primary objective of the unit safety program is accident
prevention. The basic requirements for a unit safety program are
outlined in AR 385-10, AR 384-40, AR 385-55, and DA Pam 750-35.
The best safety program has every person in the unit actively inter
ested and sharing in the program. Safety suggestions should be evalu
ated and credit given to the originator. The safety officer provides
facts and figures, showing how accidents affect work load and produc
tivity, that are of interest to both supervisors and soldiers. He
provides information on accident reporting and prevention.
The following are key elements of a unit safety program:
The unit safety program should be part of the unit SOP. The program
should be reviewed regularly, updated, and enforced. A unit safety
officer is appointed, in writing, to supervise and coordinate safety
activities. Duties include keeping the commander informed and suggest
ing improvements to the program.
• Leaders’ daily work discussions should include applicable safety
considerations. Regular safety meetings should be conducted in the
work area. These serve to review and critique performance, exchange
ideas on improving the program, and explain newly adopted or changed
safety procedures.
• Equipment operator selection and training programs must be closely
coordinated with the unit safety program. The operator is the main
cause of equipment accidents. Accident studies show that often the
operator did not use correct methods or was not fit to operate the
equipment. Personnel should be cross-trained to operate vehicles;
material handling equipment; generators; space, immersion, and ducttype heaters; and other equipment. This permits safe operation in an
emergency or when the assigned operator is not available.
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SAFETY HAZARDS
Failure to Follow Procedures: Shortcutting or disregarding established
work procedures outlined in unit technical manuals is the most frequent
cause of maintenance accidents. Mechanics may knowingly fail to use
correct procedures because they are in a hurry to get the job done,
because they do not understand the reasons for the procedures and the
potential for injury, or because of lack of supervision by unit lead
ers.
Poor Supervision: Leaders must set the example by practicing safety
themselves and by insisting on safe practices by subordinates.
Supervisors must never sacrifice safety for speed. Constant attention
to maintenance operations in progress is required if hazards are to be
identified and accidents prevented. Many accidents occur when
mechanics perform routine maintenance tasks that appear too simple to
bother with safety precautions. Leaders must insist on compliance with
established safety procedures no matter how routine the maintenance
task.
Lack of Written Procedures: Maintenance must be done by the book.
Poorly written SOPs result in inadequate safety programs. SOPs that
lack complete procedures permit deficiencies to go uncorrected. Regu
lar review of SOPs must be conducted to ensure they contain specific
guidance about the unit’s maintenance tasks.
Insufficient or No Unit Training: Leaders often assign maintenance
personnel tasks for which they are not trained. Leaders must provide
soldiers with adequate training to enhance their maintenance skills and
safety awareness. An effective unit safety training program is
essential for all maintenance operations. The importance of working in
a safe area must be understood. Unit training must stress the
importance of identifying unsafe practices and apathetic attitudes.
Not only must training emphasize safety, training in mechanical skills
must emphasize training to standard. Training to standard and
requiring the maintenance be performed to standard will decrease
accidents.
Hazards
Handling Cables. Personnel handling wire ropes should wear heavy
leather-palmed gloves. Moving cable sliding through hands can cut
through leather gloves and cause serious hand injuries.
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Rigging Precautions. Inspect equipment before the recovery operation
begins. Engines must be shut off and brakes applied to prevent
movement. Ensure rigging lines are not crossed or rubbing against each
other. Crossed cables are only recommended for towing a disabled
vehicle.
Backlash. During recovery operations all personnel must stand clear of
any wire rope under tension. Snapped wire cables can cause serious
injury. Operators and other personnel assisting in the recovery effort
should keep their hatches closed and use periscopes to view hand
signals directed to them by ground guides. To prevent confusion only
one ground guide should be used.
Positioning Gun Tubes. The main gun tube should be positioned in such
a manner to avoid damage to personnel and equipment. If the gun tube
of a disabled tank collides with the recovery vehicle, it must be
examined by IDS maintenance personnel before firing.
Fire Prevention. This hazard rates enough notice for a separate unit
program. AR 420-90 outlines the details for a unit fire prevention
program. Special considerations for maintenance operations include the
following:
• Field operations during cold weather present an added fire hazard
from heating devices. They must be in good working condition, use
approved fuel, and be operated by qualified people.
• Fire-fighting equipment, such as fire extinguishers and water and
sand containers, should be in all maintenance areas. Fire extin
guishers must be the proper type for the kind of fire that might
occur. Personnel must know the location and operation of firefighting equipment. Frequent inspections must be made to ensure the
equipment is operating.
Equipment Operation. Operators must know the operation and limitations
of their equipment. Ground guides and caution must be used when
backing vehicles or when operating tracked vehicles in a “closed-in”
maintenance area. Cranes and conveyors must have controls to reduce
the chance of injury or damage and should not be moved without ground
guides. Wrecker and recovery vehicle crews must be alert to possible
accidents during recovery and lifting operations and personnel must
stand clear of equipment. The danger area extends to twice the length
of the payed-out cable. Special precautions should be exercised when
operating top heavy vehicles, such as fuel tankers.
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WARNING:

Slow down on slopes and rough roads. Never allow a radio
antenna to touch a high tension wire. Always fasten hatches
and wear protective headgear when riding in tracked
vehicles.

Operation and limitations must be known by the operators. Know your
equipment! The drivers must be trained and licensed on the equipment
they operate.
Moving Hazardous Materials. When moving hazardous materials or
recovering/evacuating equipment carrying hazardous materials, special
attention must be given to correct operation of the vehicle and all
safety precautions.
Special Clothing and Equipment. Safety clothing and equipment protect
individuals against definite hazards. Whenever possible, these hazards
must be corrected through changes in the process control, construction,
and ventilation methods. If this is impractical, protective equipment
must be worn as prescribed by the unit commander or pertinent direc
tives. Proper protective clothing and equipment, such as those listed
below, will be made available to all personnel who need them.
Helmets
Nonsparking tools
Welder’s coats and aprons
Welder’s helmets
Rubber gloves
Leather gloves
Eye protection
Hearing protection
Face shields
Safety shoes
Goggles, safety glasses, face shields, and hoods will help keep your
eyes protected. You should know and use the proper protective
equipment for the activity at hand.
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Welding/Cutting Safety. All welders must be familiar with the proce
dures covered in TM 9-237 and other applicable TMs. Welders must use
prescribed safety equipment and consider the safety of other personnel
when welding and cutting. Welding and cutting equipment should not be
operated in areas where sparks might result in fires or explosion, or
where personnel may receive eye burns from the arc.
High Pressure Equipment Safety. Special safety procedures must be
followed when high pressure systems are involved. These systems can
vary from a simple compressor found in the unit maintenance set to
compressed gas cylinders for thermo-sights. The following safety rules
must be followed when working around this equipment:
• Remain clear of high pressure equipment whenever possible.
• Secure all lines, hoses, valves, and connections before pressure is
applied.
• Keep all lines and hoses free of kinks, twists, and sharp turns and
protect them from sharp corners and outside pressures.
• Keep pressurized systems away from heat, sparks, or flame.
• Do not perform maintenance on equipment that is pressurized.
or stop flow before starting.

Bleed

• Wear eye protection and other protective clothing when required.
• Depressurize lines and hoses prior to disconnection.
Explosive Safety. Explosives are found within combat units. The
commander must enforce proper storage and limited access to these
items. Explosives should be removed from vehicles entering the
maintenance area.
Weapon Safety. Commanders must designate weapons clearing points
outside the maintenance area. Before entering the maintenance area,
all weapons requiring maintenance should be cleared and checked to
prevent accidental firing. The weapons may be test discharged in a box
or barrel filled with sand and dirt.
Chemical Fluids. Certain chemical fluids, such as ammonia, battery
acid, and cleaning compounds, may present a hazard to soldiers and
equipment. These fluids must be properly stored in a separate area.
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Electrical Safety. The hazards of electricity, such as heat, shock,
spark, incorrect type, voltage, amperage, or frequency, must be
considered. All electrical equipment must be properly grounded.
Always disconnect the battery before working on equipment electrical
systems. Always ground electrical equipment during operation. Failure
to properly ground electrical and communications equipment could be
fatal.
Radiation Safety. Radioactivity from nuclear weapons must be moni
tored. Since radiation cannot be detected by the senses, personnel
must use radiacmeters and dosimeters to do this. Calibration of moni
toring equipment must be current. Any item that emits radiation must
be properly marked and stored.
Mission-Oriented Protective Posture. Working in MOPP reduces visibil
ity and increases fatigue and the potential for accidents. Emphasis
must be placed on safety. The commander will prescribe the lowest MOPP
level consistent with the mission and risk to personnel.
Protection From Enemy Fire. Maintenance locations must provide for
maximum protection from enemy fire. When in range of enemy artillery
fire, all bunkers, foxholes, or trenches must have overhead cover.
Booby Traps/Contamination. The chance that abandoned equipment is
booby trapped or contaminated must be considered. Help may be obtained
from the supporting EOD or chemical defense unit.
Food and Water. Food and water should be obtained from approved
sources. Water from unapproved sources must be treated before use as
outlined in FM 10-117.
Sanitation and Hygiene. Because inadequate sanitation faci1ities and
poor personal hygiene increase the danger of disease, commanders must
insist on high standards of cleanliness. FM 21-10 has details on field
sanitation and hygiene.
Armed Weapon Systems. Recovery crews should know how to make weapons
systems safe in an emergency situation. Help may be obtained for
combat units from the supporting EOD unit.
First Aid. Every soldier must be familiar with and have access to
FM 21-11. This manual covers injury and the first aid treatment
required until the injured person can receive proper medical attention.
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CHAPTER 7
SUSTAINMENT OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION
The intensity of combat operations and the reduced time expected be
tween battles under the AirLand battle concept will make sustaining the
force especially challenging. Sustainment of the force is essential if
the unit is to remain a viable fighting force. There are six key
sustainment functions: manning, arming, fueling, fixing, transporting
the supported force and lastly, protecting the sustainment system.
Leaders at all levels must recognize the necessity of long term
sustainment of combat forces. They must develop plans and procedures
for achieving sustainment. The following discussion describes steps
that will achieve the fixing function of sustainment at unit level in
varied combat conditions. Units should have realistic sustainment
plans and it should be incorporated as an annex to their tactical SOP.
LEADER’S ROLE IN SUSTAINMENT
Leaders are key players in sustainment. They must have procedures and
guidelines that assist them in developing and implementing a sound
program. This discussion will address four periods of time on the
battlefield and discuss what to do at various levels in the command and
maintenance chain. The BMO is responsible for developing the battalion
combat readiness sustainment program. He ensures that the leaders’
roles are clearly defined. He ensures that procedures for the mainte
nance platoon, its sections, and the maintenance team leaders are
clearly defined. The BMO is responsible for ensuring that units re
ceive support IAW the program and procedures he has established.
Listed in the paragraphs below are points to consider in developing
programs and procedures.
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DURING THE BATTLE
Squad Leader/Track Commander. He directs the operator and crew to
conduct BDAR necessary to get the weapons system back into the battle.
He reports losses to the platoon sergeant (PSG) and requests assistance
from the CMT. The crew begins BDAR immediately; then assists the CMT
in returning the system back into the battle.
Platoon Sergeant (PSG). The PSG fights the platoon, receives reports
from the squad leaders/track commanders, and requests support from the
CMT through the 1SG/XO.
Company Maintenance Team Chief (CMT Chief). He maintains close coordi
nation with the 1SG, keeps his maintenance teams as far forward as
METT-T, allows and responds to maintenance requirements identified by
the 1SG. During the battle, his teams must respond quickly and accom
plish minimum battle damage repair necessary to get the equipment back
into the battle with combat capability. His role is to assist crews/
operators in returning to the battle quickly. His team diagnoses each
stoppage quickly and advises him on repair potential and repair time.
He will decide repair versus recovery. If recovery, he will have his
recovery vehicle (RV) remove the vehicle to the nearest predetermined
forward maintenance collection point and report the vehicle and loca
tion to the BMT, who will have the recovery support section recover it
to the UMCP or send a repair team forward as applicable based on the
typical situation. He will monitor maintenance work load carefully
and if it exceeds his capability, he will request additional mainte
nance team support from the BMT.
Maintenance Service Section NCOIC. Continues to repair equipment in
the UMCP along with the IDS MST. Dispatches maintenance teams forward
to reinforce CMTs or to fix forward as directed by the BMT. His goal
is to return as much equipment as possible to the current battle, e.g.,
quickest jobs first.
Recovery Support Section NCOIC. Locates his RV teams well forward in
the combat trains. Provides lift to the UMCP. Receives his direction
from the BMT. Generally, his priorities will be to recover equipment
requiring repairs that will take longer than two to three hours to the
UMCP, perform battle damage repair forward and assist in UMCP repairs.
Administrative Section NCOIC. Places priority on pushing repair parts
to the CMTs and UMCP mechanics. Continues to resupply from the FSB
ASL.
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Battalion Maintenance Technician (BMT). His priority goes to working
with the CMTs by providing reinforcement support, technical expertise,
recovery, and by ensuring they receive needed resources, e.g., tools,
parts, and critical skills.
Battalion Maintenance Sergeant (BMS). Priority goes to keeping UMCP
repairs on course, keeping the logistics resupply function open to the
FSB and pushing resources forward as directed by the BMT.
FOLLOWING THE BATTLE
Squad Leader/Track Commander. He reports his combat readiness status
and CMT support requirements to the PSG. When CMT personnel arrive,
the squad leader must provide the maintenance requirement and establish
the priority for repair (move, shoot, or communicate). He directs the
operator/crew to work with the CMT personnel to maximize the efforts to
return the combat equipment to combat ready status before the next
battle.
Platoon Sergeant (PSG).
He ensures that squad leaders systematically
check their equipment status and perform PMCS. He reports the status
to the platoon leader/1SG. He requests maintenance support from the
CMT through the 1SG. He ensures that all efforts are being taken to
return combat equipment to a full combat ready status.
Company Maintenance Team Chief (CMT Chief). He reacts immediately to
directions from the 1SG to support platoon requests for CMT support.
He determines the work load and requests maintenance support from the
BMT. He determines repair parts requirements and requests parts from
the Administrative Section through the BMT. He determines the status
of his company’s jobs in the UMCP and coordinates with the 1SG to
return the equipment to the company.
Maintenance Service Section NCOIC. Based on guidance from the BMT, his
priority will be to support the CMTs in bringing their equipment up to
full combat readiness. He will dispatch teams forward to work with
CMTs, as directed, ensuring they have proper tools, test equipment,
skills and parts known to be needed. He will then use the remainder
of his mechanics to repair UMCP jobs for return before the start of the
next battle. He and the battalion rely heavily on the IDS MST during
this period.
Recovery Support Section NCOIC. He provides assistance to the forward
area in removing damaged or broken equipment from the battlefield that
requires repairs taking more than three hours. Each section assists in
repair forward as required and within their capability and provides
lift to the maintenance effort.
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Administrative Section NCOIC. He provides parts to the CMTs on a prior
ity basis while providing repair parts forward. He starts immediate
action during this secure time in the rear area to replenish his PLLs
from the FSB ASL.
Battalion Maintenance Technician (BMT). Based on the tactical situa
tion and priority guidance received from the BMO, the BMT will imple
ment the battalion plan to return maximum equipment to combat ready
condition. He will place maximum support to the CMTs based on priority
guidance. His role is to ensure equipment on line is returned to a
fully combat capable condition. He reinforces the CMTs from his mainte
nance service section as the situation demands and arranges for the IDS
MST to provide support as required. He also arranges for the to
reinforce the UMCP as the work load dictates.
Battalion Maintenance Sergeant (BMS). He continues to manage UMCP
operations, working directly with the IDS MST and ensuring parts are
pushed forward to the CMTs. He monitors the status of support equip
ment in the field trains. He will shift support, as required, to the
field trains as the work load in the UMCP decreases.
BATTLE LULLS/RESERVE
The Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP). During lulls in the battle or
when in reserve, AOAP sampling should be conducted when feasible. The
AOAP analyzes equipment lubricant condition to detect impending compo
nent failures through evaluation of oil samples. Oil analysis provides
a diagnostic tool to determine the internal condition of engines,
gearboxes, transmissions, and other oil lubricated systems and compo
nents. The purpose of AOAP is to:
* Detect potential component failure.
* Determine oil quality.
* Extend oil life.
* Reduce maintenance cost through preventive maintenance.
Squad Leader/Track Commander. He directs operator/crews to perform
PMCS, requests CMT support as required, and controls the efforts of the
operator/crew and CMT personnel in returning combat equipment to 10/20
TM standards.
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Platoon Sergeant (PSG). The PSG develops a plan for systematically
bringing his equipment to 10/20 TM standards. He directs the squad
leaders/track commanders to perform PMCS. He requests CMT support and
supervises the joint efforts of his platoon and CMT personnel to cor
rect all faults. If time permits, lubrication order tasks are per
formed.
Company Maintenance Team Chief (CMT Chief). He directs his mechanics
to support the requirements from the platoons performing the 10/20 TM
checks on the combat equipment. In a joint effort, the CMT personnel
and operators/crew then correct all deficiencies. The CMT chief works
closely with the 1SG/XO to develop a plan which includes complete
services for combat equipment if METT-T will allow. The goal is to get
the force ready to fight the next battle.
Maintenance Service Section NCOIC. He places primary emphasis on ele
ments of the battalion that are engaged, recognizing that one or more
companies may not be engaged. He orients on the services of combat
equipment only if the entire battalion is in a lull or reserve. When
this is the case, he supports the CMTs to the maximum extent possible.
Recovery Support Section NCOIC. He continues priority of support to
units of the battalion that are engaged. Similar to the Maintenance
Service Section NCOIC, he will provide support for services and sched
uled maintenance only when the entire battalion is in a lull or re
serve. He provides lift support to the UMCP, freeing maintenance
service section personnel to support the CMTs.
Administrative Section NCOIC. Ensures he has filters and repair parts
for CMTs and units to perform services associated with clean air and
fuel.
Battalion Maintenance Technician (BMT). In conjunction with BMO, he
develops plans for during the lull/reserve. He concentrates on assist
ing units in scheduling and conducting services in order to prepare
equipment for sustained operations. He works closely with CMT chiefs
and supports them with service teams when assets are not needed to
support units in combat. He manages the sustainment program.
Battalion Maintenance Sergeant (BMS). The BMS continues to manage UMCP
maintenance operations of repairing vehicles for return to units. He
reinforces the field trains teams and manages getting LOGPAC vehicles
up to full support capability. He ensures the PLLs are brought up to
full fill and that they are effective in supporting the maintenance
effort.
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APPENDIX
FITTING MAINTENANCE TO THE AIRLAND BATTLEFIELD
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this appendix is to provide a typical method of fitting
the current maintenance organization to the battlefield. The appendix
identifies points to consider at various times during combat operations
and ways to place maximum support at critical places on the battle
field. The decision on placement of resources considers the tactical
plan and priorities established by the battalion commander. The dis
cussion in this appendix offers the battalion maintenance officer,
technician, sergeant, and the commander a basic guide to use when they
encounter similar circumstances. This discussion is organized to begin
at the forward line of troops (FLOT) and works back to the brigade rear
“FIX FORWARD,” ON SITE DAMAGE OR FAILURES
The objective of the maintenance support concept stated in Chapter 1
was "fix forward." The discussion in this appendix begins with a
damaged or failed system on the FLOT. For illustration purposes the
system is an M2, Bradley fighting vehicle in Alpha Company of a battal
ion size task force consisting of three mechanized infantry companies
and one tank company.
To accomplish forward repair, the first action will be a rapid assess
ment of the damage that has occurred. This assessment is done by the
squad leader, driver, and crew. If the repair can be made by adjust
ing, i.e., tightening track tension; replacement, i.e., jury-rigging a
battery cable; or lubrication, i.e., refilling an oil level or hydrau
lic fluid, then the crew will be responsible for the repair. Normally
this type of repair, replacement, or lubrication can be accomplished
quickly. When accomplished (usually in less than 2 hours), the system
is returned to the current battle. The damage will be reported to the
PSG and the ISG. During a lull in the battle or when the unit goes
into reserve the crew, with assistance from the CMT, may make more
complete repairs by replacing make-shift or jury-rigged fixes. The
squad leader and crew were the first “maintenance” resource used in
fixing forward. They put the system back into the current battle.
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If the squad leader and crew had determined they did not have the
tools, TMDE, or parts to fix the damage or failure, the PSG or 1SG
would have been notified. A description of the damage, repair parts,
tools, or TMDE required is supplied with the notification. The 1SG
controls the CMT. He determines their priorities and directs their
efforts from the company trains location (see Figure A-2). If the 1SG
determines the damage in the platoon illustrated is the highest prior
ity, he will direct the CMT chief to move to the downed system and
attempt on site repair.
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The CMT chief will select a two to three member team, direct them to
take the CMTs tracked vehicle, and move to the breakdown site. The CMT
chief must determine if he will accompany the repair team or remain in
the company trains area. For illustration purposes in this example, he
will not accompany the repair team. The team leaves with appropriate
parts, tools, and TMDE. They are met and guided to the breakdown site
by a member of the crew. The repair team brings an expanded capability
to do maintenance. They have the right tools and parts and are MOStrained mechanics. At the site, the CMT will confirm the assessment
made by the crew. The repair team will make necessary repairs using
BDAR techniques and the appropriate technical manual. Their goal is to
make the system ready to fight in the current battle. Again, this is
normally determined by the time for the repair. When repaired, the
system will normally return to the current battle. Additional discus
sion of the repair time guidelines is included in Chapter 3. If the
CMT determines the repair will take more than two hours, a decision
must be made to either repair on site or recover the system to the
UMCP. Normally the system is recovered to the UMCP. This allows more
capability to be concentrated on repair of the system.
What if more serious damage or failure occurs? The CMT chief must
decide which repairs are reparable by his team and which ones exceed
the repair time guidelines at the company trains or on-site location.
Company trains may mean the first terrain feature behind the FLOT.
Those repairs that exceed the time frames are reported to the BMO/BMT
along with an estimate of how long the repair will take, any special
repair parts required and any special tools or lift required. The CMT
chief will provide recovery of the equipment to a predesignated point.
The recovery section of the battalion maintenance platoon will pick up
and recover the damaged system to the UMCP. The CMT chief keeps his
recovery assets forward to recover mired vehicles or move damaged
equipment to suitable maintenance locations for repair.
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"FIX FORWARD" UNIT MAINTENANCE COLLECTION POINT (UMPC)
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The UMCP contains maintenance resources that allow the maintenance
support to be adaptable to the AirLand battlefield. In this area unit
and intermediate level DS maintenance personnel perform required re
pairs designed to return maximum numbers of weapons systems to the
battlefield. Repairs are designed to keep the force at maximum
strength for the current battle and the next battle. This concept is
essential to success when using AirLand battle tactics. The UMCP is
the integration point of the “fix forward” concept. It is from the
UMCP that all forward maintenance activities are coordinated, managed,
and maintenance resources are employed in support of the battle.
The BMO has overall responsibility for maintenance operations. He
works directly for the battalion executive officer, stays abreast of
the task force battle plan, and coordinates his maintenance efforts to
support that plan. He ensures that the IDS MST’s requirements are
coordinated with the FSB’s support operations office. He also ensures
his BMT is aware of the support priority and manages maintenance in the
forward area of the battlefield. The BMO, through the BMT, ensures the
repairs on site and in the company trains receive first priority of his
maintenance resources. CMTs are reinforced with soldiers from the
maintenance service section (MSS). The remaining MSS assets perform
repairs requiring 4-6 hours to complete as a joint effort with the IDS
MSTs in the UMCP. The goal is to prepare as many weapons systems as
possible for the next battle. Particular emphasis is put on getting
combat power to the task force before the start of the next battle.
The BMO attempts to leave the CMT’s recovery assets forward in support
of the combat company. Assets from the recovery support section are
used to recover vehicles to the UMCP for repair. The BMO has two
sections designed and equipped to place maintenance support on the
battlefield where the priority lies. These two sections are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
MAINTENANCE SERVICE SECTION
This section is tailored into seven maintenance teams each having an
NCO team chief and a vehicle. One team will be organized to support
the LOGPAC and tactical wheeled vehicles located in the field trains.
It normally consists of four to six mechanics with their tools. The
remaining teams work out of the UMCP. Teams not forward reinforcing
the CMTs will work in the UMCP with the IDS MST to perform the four to
six hour repairs. The reinforcing teams from the UMCP support situa
tions such as follows:
Reinforce CMTs to repair and return weapons systems to the current
battle.
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Reinforce CMTs to return equipment to full combat ready condition
during lulls in the battle or when the company is in reserve.
Reinforce CMTs during reconstitution.
Reinforce the maintenance team working in the field trains on the
support LOGPAC and tactical wheeled vehicles.
RECOVERY SUPPORT SECTION
This section is used to place critical recovery assets on the battle
field where they can best support the battle plan. Normally, one
wrecker will be assigned to the field trains for recovery and lift.
The remaining assets work out of the UMCP with the wrecker used primar
ily as lift capability. The tracked recovery assets support missions
such as follows:
Recover the over 2-hour repair jobs to the UMCP.
Recover the over 6-hour repair jobs to HET coordinating points in
the vicinity of the UMCP. It must be noted that the 2-6 hours repairs
have priority.
Reinforce CMT recovery assets when they become overloaded or during
retrograde operations.
Reinforce CMT recovery assets during reconstitution.
Support movement of the UMCP as it relocates.
Support BDAR efforts in the task force area.
UNIT MAINTENANCE COLLECTION POINT (UMCP) CONSIDERATIONS
The UMCP is located on the battlefield in the combat trains area. The
BMO must coordinate with the S4 in site selection. Generally it must
be located so that radio communication with the CMTs will be main
tained. The factors of METT-T must be considered. The situations
listed are valid for most circumstances.
Defensive operations - located as far to the rear as communications
allows.
Offensive operations - located as far forward as possible, behind a
terrain feature such as a hill mass, out of range of enemy artillery.
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Retrograde operations - the UMCP will relocate to the “new” area in
stages, retaining only those jobs that can be repaired in 2 hours.
Vehicles’ mobility capability will be repaired first, then the weapon
or firing capability, and finally the communications capability.
PRESCRIBED LOAD LISTS (PLL) CONSIDERATIONS
The BMO places one PLL in the field trains. It is positioned there as
a backup should a PLL become lost or destroyed by combat operations.
It also supports the equipment in the field trains. In the UMCP, the
BMO will normally position PLL necessary to support at least two of the
manuever companies and headquarters company elements operating in the
forward area. The BMS is responsible for working with the administra
tive section NCOIC to ensure replacement items are supplied to the CMTs
and maintenance service section elements working forward.
This discussion is intended to provide a typical way of using the
current maintenance structure in support of a heavy combat battalion
fighting the AirLand battle. Remember, the unit maintenance structure
is designed to complete the repair jobs that require less than 6 hours
repair time, and return the maximum amount of weapons systems to the
battle.
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REFERENCES
The DA Pam 25-30, Consolidated Index of Army Publications and Blank
Forms, should be checked frequently to ensure that references remain
current. Regulations, TBs, TMs, FMs, SBs, SMs, LOs, and MWOs
pertaining to equipment used by the unit should be on hand.
REQUIRED PUBLICATIONS
Required publications are sources that users must read in order to
understand or comply with this publication.
RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Related publications are sources of additional information.
not required in order to understand this publication.

They are

Army Regulations (AR)
220-1
310-49
385-10
420-90
600-55
700-4
700-139
710-2
725-50
740-1
750-1

Unit Status Reporting
The Army Authorization Documents System (TAADS)
Army Safety Program
Fire Protection
Motor Vehicle Driver - Selection, Testing, and
Licensing
Logistic Assistance Program
Army Warranty Program Concepts and Policies
Supply Policy Below the Wholesale Level
Requisitioning, Receipt, and Issue System
Storage and Supply Activity Operations
Army Materiel Maintenance Concepts and Policies

Department of the Army Pamphlets (DA Pam)
385-1
710-2-1
710-2-117
710-2-118
710-2-119
710-2-120
738-750
738-751
750-1
750-35

Unit Safety Management
Using Unit Supply System, Manual Procedures
Category I, Combat Arms Units
Category II, Combat Support Units
Category III, Combat Service Support Units
Aircraft
The Army Maintenance Management System (TAMMS)
The Army Maintenance Managemeut System for Aircraft
Organizational Maintenance Guide for Leaders
Functional Users Guide for Motor Pool Operations
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Field Manuals (FM)
20-22
21-10
21-11
63-2
100-1
100-5
100-10

Vehicle Recovery Operations
Field Hygiene and Sanitation
First Aid for Soldier
Combat Service Support Operations, Armored,
Mechanized, and Motorized Divisions
The Army
Operations
Combat Service Support Operations

Technical Bulletins (TB)
43-0210
43-0211

Nonaeronautical Equipment Army Oil Analysis Program
(AOAP)
Army Oil Analysis Program (AOAP) Users Guide for
Nonaeronautical Equipment

Technical Manuals (TM)
9-237
38-L32-11

Operator’s Manual for Welding Theory and Application
Functional Users Manual for Direct Support Unit
Standard Supply System

Department of the Army Forms (DA Form)
1687
2028
2401
2404
2406
2408-14
2715-R
2765
2765-1
5504

Notice of Delegation of Authority - Receipt for
Supplies
Recommended Changes to Blank Forms and Publications
Organizational Control Record for Equipment
Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet
Materiel Condition Status Report
Uncorrected Fault Record
Unit Status Report Worksheet
Request for Issue or Turn-In
Request for Issue or Turn-In, Multiple Copy
Maintenance Request

Department of Defense Forms (DD Form)
314
1348-6
1970

Preventive Maintenance Schedule and Record
Non-NSN Requisition Manual
Motor Equipment Utilization Record
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